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INTRO 

 

As we travelled to the famous coal region of Germany we imagined a miner in dusty 

clothes with a helmet and headlamp greeting us and taking us down to a coal mine for a 

lookaround. Well, we had known that there was just a few mines still in operation, so he 

might actually be quite clean and have a new job – but it did not quite spoil the image in 

our heads. Then we realised that right at the end of our visit fell the St. Barbara’s day, so 

we looked forward to getting carried away by the wave of celebrating crowd.  

 

In the end we have not met one miner, and the only Internet listing for St. Barbara’s day 

was a ceremonial twig trimming at the botanic garden. We opted out, and instead 

interviewed Mr. Günter Nieswand, head of the fundraising society at Zeche Zollern, 

which cares about preserving the industrial culture. He mentioned St. Barbara’s day 

among the social occasions in which the society takes part, but was surprised when we 

told him it was actually that very day.  

 

We started to understand what our host Rolf Dennemann meant when he said that the 

history of mining was getting forgotten, even if the omnipresent industrial images 

(which give way only to the heraldry of the Borussia football club) clearly suggested 

otherwise. We have been introduced to the specific Ruhr version of the post-industrial.  

 

 

THE GREAT NARRATIVES 

 

Post-Industrial 

 

Ruhrgebiet is a place assembled of former industrial spaces. The giant constructions that 

once served the industry have changed their function. Hundreds of square kilometres of 

buildings and land lots, which were to mean nothing after the fall of the industry, 

quickly started meaning again: They mean the past. Thanks to the post-industrial as the 

strategy which prevents the entire area from going to wrack and ruin they form a visual 

dominant that reminds of the industrial history. Instead of vanishing from the 

landscape, they have become a strong brand.  
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There is a certain park where some elements of the former factory are left to rot. 

Apparently if these screws and metal bits were taken away, it would become just an 

ordinary park! The Ruhrians are friends with the post-industrial. It is the only aesthetic 

idea they have, for themselves as for the big world. It was violated during the restoration 

of the Dortmunder U: All hardware that could physically remind of the brewery was 

cleared out. The Ruhrians were unanimously outraged: “No to depriving us of our only 

true ingredient!”. The post-industrial have become an obsession. It is inalienable and all 

aspects of it are crucial for everyone. It is because the new world has just emerged 

before people’s eyes, without any physical, historically violent revolution.  

 

However, it is not like the Ruhrians only desire to live out of the past: The world goes 

on, and they are used to being on the frontline of change and its inextricable processes, 

which help keeping the society in order. Brutal transitions, faults and slumps are 

certainly unwanted; everything should be stable, as if sustained by timbering in a 

mining tunnel. The residents of the Ruhrgebiet favour smooth sliding, like sledging 

down a regularly shaped slagheap. It seems that control is important in a place marked 

by constant danger of collapse – be it the ground under your feet, or the ceiling above 

the miner’s head.  

 

The post-industrial is an aesthetics based on the idea of cleansing. Post-industrial spaces 

are not in sync with human hands. These interiors are cleansed of their industrial filth 

and intended solely to be watched. In this they differ from the tawdriness of Dortmund 
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street, where human intervention manifests in siding walls, abundance of glass and 

plastic, little tropical plants and fanciful violetish furniture (a visualisation of the Polish 

dream of the 80s, by the way). This is the actual (post-)industrial identity, rooted in the 

simplicity of the people who live and work there. A keen bartender feels obliged to 

come up with super-sophisticated, cosmically priced drinks as he feels the city lacks 

proper drinking culture. Does not the same go for eating culture and living culture? 

They are there, but they are what they are. The post-industrial is a facade that obstructs 

other spaces – those which can be touched with human hands.   
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Identity (=) Education 

 

 
 

All these museums, strung together into the Industrial Heritage Trail, initially looked 

like tailored for tourism. Our first visit was the elegant Zollverein, which brought us an 

aesthetic reflection: Since when is a factory so pretty? On the exhibitions, which 

referred to mining and its history, nothing was omitted.  

 

DASA and Zollern’s narratives focus on work. Museum of work? Tourists will not want 

it (they wouldn’t get attracted and fascinated by the realm of work, which they have 

most likely just escaped). It serves the locals – the hard work ethos is the foundation of 

the regional identity. The mining identity is not performed on the streets (no St. 

Barbara’s day celebrations!), but in tacit museums, which reproduce the memory of 

physical work. DASA’s “body taming” passage makes the visitor (usually a schoolchild) 

adjust their body to a given activity, e.g. carrying a heavy load. There is also a preview of 

workplaces that includes the newest occupations, which usually involve sitting at a desk. 

The museum familiarises with work, but also makes clear that it is the central point of 

human life.  

 

In Zollern, where many installations of the actual mine are still in place, children get 

dressed in miner’s heavy clothing (newly made solely for them) to separate coal from 
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stones and other unwanted stuff which comes with it. Then they stage a disaster scene, 

in which one child is picked to play a wounded miner and the rest tries to save him 

(her?). Experiencing “how tough the work in the mine was” shapes the children’s 

identity and ties them to the history. We have also seen “the newest mine of 

Ruhrgebiet”, which is a playground at Zeche Hannover. This object is designed for 

groups of about 10 children, who jointly propel the machinery of a little mine. They 

exercise coordination of group actions.  

 

 
 

Such institutional fun reproduces the region’s mining identity, which is the primary 

cultural resource that underlies socialisation and feeds all values. It upholds the efficient 

functioning of the society and sustains the “collective we”. There is no way out. The idea 

of education in the spirit of the region’s historical mining identity is total.   

 

A newcomer arriving to the Ruhrgebiet suddenly wakes up in a museum. The region’s 

essential values – hard work ethos, collectivity, processuality – are kept in 

formaldehyde. The achievements of the people who worked (lived?) here in the past are 

institutionally protected and always exposed. No surprise that contemporary Ruhrians 

take pride of it.  
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Processuality 

 

The “collective we” is aware of the process. When the entire region was haunted with 

the fall of the industry, in came restructuring programmes. It is agreed to that they be 

constant and infinite. Nobody is so impatient to complain about the lack of swift 

changes. Perhaps the eternal un-accomplishment of the goal gives hope for unending 

work. Setting distant goals gives a sense of lasting and prevents quiescence. But what do 

we strive for: Is it improving the world around us? Raising the standard of life? 

 

There is a self-awareness of being a region with problems, which will always demand 

wise solutions. Undoubtedly there is need for small visible successes which drive the 

process forward and block potential vexation. What do we do with the mine closures 

and mass job losses? We apply the restructuring which can go on for 60 years (and 

more). Planning is long-term, actions are deliberate, rapidity is feared, anticipation is 

constant.  

 

Revitalisation 

 

No wonder why there is always some revitalisation going on. We have realised that with 

industry we destroyed everything around us; now we must fix it all. Restoring order 

started with the post-industrial, which prevented deterioration. Revitalisation, that is 

restoring to life, is the next step, and equally obsessive. However, for some reason it does 
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not enjoy as much respect. Perhaps proceeding to the phase of restoration means 

pleading guilty of murder. The society has not euphorically turned towards nature but 

sticks to preserving the industrial, rather than swapping it for a green, uncontaminated 

land of lakes and woods. Is it then a rhetorical lie? Is the promise of return to the archaic 

times, when the sky over Dortmund was still blue, unkeepable? 

 

The past is restored and transformed into present. Every screw reminds not only of the 

industrial past but also of how the region would have looked like if it was not dominated 

by chimneys and headframes. Grünpott? No, Ruhrpott is grey and black – even the path 

you walk in the woods will be black and coaloid stones will stick out. Coal is nature 

here.  
 

 
 

INCLUSIONS 

 

Women 

 

„The image would not be complete if we did not mention” the women in Ruhrgebiet. 

This is just their status – similar to that of the disappearing factories and physical work – 

they should be mentioned and remembered. A few modest notes in Zollverein and 

Zollern taught us about their collective fate. Before the 1st World War they worked in 

mines just like men (of which many had been mobilised) for 12 hours a day for 60% of a 

man’s pay. After the war they took the backstage of the mining work – washing the 
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outfits, housekeeping and managing the family. They came to the mine only once a 

month – on payday – to intercept the cash before the husband defrauded it somewhere 

on the way home. Emancipation is reverse – the happy ending is the housewife status 

achieved after years of work equal to men’s.  
 

Polonica 

 

“The image would not be complete if we did not mention”, part II: the Poles. Allegedly, 

once they made up a third of all miners. Certainly, nothing of it is left apart from the 

ubiquitous surnames (if they are recognised as Polish at all).  

 

The Polish theme in Ruhrgebiet is just as significant as a surname. It might be harder to 

spell, even if it will usually come in a neat Germanised form. This is a relic of the times 

when the aural domain was still strong and it was the sound of the surname that 

mattered (as opposed to the EU era when script is king). So, it’s easy: Ko-ko-schka – like 

“Kokos”, and then Ce, Ha, Ka, A. That’s it, now to the point please.  

 

The Pole is translucent – a figure of assimilation. Mining work was seemingly great at 

equalising people – down there everyone became a “Kumpel” in no time. It is now often 

stressed that “the Pole was hard-working, just like the German”. The post-WWII anti-

racist discourse topped off the process – the theme of the Pole became fully neutral 

which sped up its falling into oblivion.  

 

There is some modest number of Poles who have actually come from Poland. It is 

probably the last spot on earth with a Polish community speaking the local non-Polish 

language much better than English (“hang on, you say you’re from Poland, and you 

speak English??”, said one bartender in Nordstadt – who was neither Polish or German, 

to be clear).  

 

There is also the parallel and some contacts between Ruhrgebiet and Upper Silesia, both 

of which once were coal mining regions of the Prussian Empire. “I like going there for 

holiday, it feels like home”, said Mrs. Ortmann. We noticed many similarities, and one 

difference – in the ways the fall of the heavy industry is dealt with.  

 

The rest is archives, and the archives are not there (yet). Jacek Barski of Porta Polonica, 

which had been set up by the State Museum of Industrial Culture to document the 

Polish traces in Westfalen, soon expanded the scope of its interest onto the whole of 

Germany. We are looking forward to the first outcomes of their work, which were said 

to be published in December 2013.  
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Tycoons  

 

Another mention that attracted us were the figures of 19th century industry tycoons, 

whose portraits are displayed at Zollverein. They look strikingly insignificant and 

anonymous, and yet it was just that little crew who made all these masses of people and 

stuff moving for their profit. Sure, there were many external economical and political 

factors, but it was these few men who were the actual demiurges of work. Later on this 

role was taken over by the Ministers of Labour of the Bundesrepublik, who are 

displayed in a similar manner at DASA.  

 

Are these people really anonymous? What impact did/do they have on the herds of their 

workers? What is the role of the traces of their culture (like the glamorous building at 

the entrance to the Hoesch) for contemporary Dortmunders?  
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EXCLUSIONS 

 

Immigrants 

 

Without the immigrants the image would also not be complete, and indeed it is not. The 

museums barely mention them, yet they are around, they have been for a few decades 

now, and they are visible. They have citizenships, occupations and businesses. However, 

two things they do not have: a miner in the family (mostly), and work (often). These 

two are valuable in Ruhrgebiet, given the importance of the industrial heritage, 

collective identity and work ethos. At least the immigrant children are thrown onto the 

conveyor belt of Ruhr education with full momentum. But are the mining museums, the 

mines-playgrounds or DASA in power to format any child in this way? What is the 

result? 

 

Local artists 

 

 
 

We cannot stop browsing the Silesian unprofessional (naive, art brut) paintings in the 

wonderful book we received from Porta Polonica. We also keep staring at the postcards 

of Iris Heinrich, an amateur-gone-professional photographer we met at a little Christmas 

market at Zollverein. She said she enjoyed going to empty factory halls and amid 

motorway flyovers because they were devoid of people, which contrasted with her work 

environment (she had run supermarkets for 25 years). We learned the story of her 
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father, who had turned all his sentiment to recalling his rural, pre-Ruhr life and work, 

and none for his mining experience (he had moved to Ruhrgebiet to work in a mine at 

the age of 14). Not least we relished a sample of Richard Ortmann’s collection of 

industrial sounds, a project he started 30 years ago.  

 

Yet Inke Arns, who has been in the area for 8 years as a curator at Dortmund’s 

MedienKunstVerein, said that there was no local art scene and thus she worked mostly 

internationally. We were quite puzzled and again agreed with Rolf, who diagnosed it as 

widening scissors between the elite lighthouses and the interests of the public. Perhaps 

it is an attempt of an elite-conceived colonisation of mind, like the mounting of 

universities (some of which actually look like aliens’ spaceships) in Ruhr towns since the 

1970s. Undoubtedly the self-reflectivity on a personal level is less privileged as that on 

the collective level.  

 

Miners 

 

We now understand the symptomatic pun – when we asked Fleur: “Are we gonna to a 

mine?” and she said “Sure!” and we went to a museum in a closed-down mine. The 

research’s focus on cultural policy and its outcomes was presumably due to the fact that 

a genuine miner, let alone living and still active, is next to uncatchable in Ruhrgebiet. 

We have not even heard the names and locations of the three mines that remain in 

operation.  

 

Facing the impossibility of finding and meeting a miner we conclude he is dead. It is a 

disappearance of the figure that the identity of the region is built on. Even though right 

after our arrival to Dortmund we learned that the network of ex-miners was indeed so 

huge that everyone has or had a grandfather who is/was one. Yes, our grandpas worked 

in mines, everyone before them worked in mines too. But meeting one is a challenge. 

We are looking for a miner and we get all about miners. Miners said. Miners did. Miners 

worked. You can gaze at the monumentality of the workplaces – they will always 

remind about the mining past. But you cannot sight the kilometres of underground 

paths, dug by hard-working miners’ hands.  

 

Pathology, Alcoholism and Deviation 

 

We were puzzled not having found traces and memoirs of pathologies, which, we had 

thought, are inherent to any coal mining scenery. We recalled readings like Zola’s 

Germinal, books of Silesian author Gustaw Morcinek, accounts of life in 19th century 

London. They construct images of clearly pathological societies, and lament about the 

miserable lives of the industrial proletariat. They made us notice the lack of cracks on 

the Ruhrgebiet’s mining histories. There were only reports of disasters, but these are 

largely uninfluenced by humans. Or strikes, but they tend to lead to social 
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improvements. OK, we might be in a region and a society with all problems solved. But 

where are the pathologies of the past? Where are the horrifying conditions of work and 

life? Where is the super-misery?  

 

Perhaps there was just nobody who could have noticed it – anyone educated and 

privileged, or just living in better conditions. Was the Ruhrgebiet a pure cradle of work, 

unspoiled by intrusive watching eyes of humanists and writers? Was the memory of the 

dark side of the workers’ societies erased from the official mode of remembrance? 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

During our research we got access to “institutional” interlocutors. Their steady voices, 

each with their own focus, narrated a vision of a well functioning society. We swam in 

the security of the collective we. The Ruhrgebiet bares all, and not only that, she 

presents the beholder with high-quality glasses so that they can survey it all the better 

and get to know everything. It gets harder, should you desire to make friends with her 

and try to ask not only where she is from and how she makes her living, but also what 

her passions and friends are like.  

 

We left Dortmund with a stack of books, leaflets and notes. We kept learning new 

things, but were increasingly astonished at how difficult it was to find inconsistencies, 

omissions or cruelties. On one hand, we are amazed with the cleanliness of history and 

mind, and squeaked from joy every time we came across a new excellent diagnose, fair 

inclusion or astute solution. On the other, the totality of the place overwhelms us. We 

were left wordless, could not dare add anything to this neat image. Initially we felt that 

we should just not trouble a place where the word “utopia” is said seriously. We were 

surprised that the epiphanies only started coming later in the process.  

 

We are happy to have learned about all this though as now we are able to synchronise 

whatever we come up with to the community – be it a totally self-aware society with an 

identity made of plastic coal, whose free time is mostly devoted to all things BVB. We 

will take up this challenge through working with people and personal stories, in which 

this background is twisted or adapted in order to “make do” (de Certeau). We are 

reassured that this alone will tease Rolf’s scissors.  
 

 

 

 

 
All photos by Jacek Szczepanek. 


